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They are who we thought
they were !?!
Breakout RookiesAFC East: Bills

Breakout RookiesAFC East: Dolphins

By Chefscoopa

By Chefscoopa

Picking back up our breakout rookie series, we
move on to the AFC East. Starting with the
Bills, they have a pretty stocked team and
even used their 1st Rd pick to trade for an established WR in Stefon Diggs. So with their top
draft pick left, they took A.J. Epenesa in the
2nd Rd and he is a sneaky good pick. They
have him playing DE but, were he can really
be a breakout rookie is if you move him to DT.
With 74(SPD), 81(ACC), and 84(STR), he is a
beast if he is playing 3T-DT in this bills defense. They already have Ed Oliver and Jerry
Hughes that offenses have to worry about.
This is the perfect spot to have him breakout.

Looking at the Dolphins, we will skip over
“Tua” because we all know what he is and that
he will be a focus. The player I feel could be a
breakout player for the Dolphins is actually on
the defense. That player would be CB- N.Igbinoghene. He is only 5’11” but, with 91(SPD),
92(ACC), and 93(JMP) I feel like he could develop into a standout No.2 CB opposite
B.Jones and what better way than to have a
breakout rookie season!

Continued on page #9

Breakout RookiesAFC East: Patriots
By Chefscoopa

Looking over the Pats, they are definitely built
back to front with their defense and that mindset stays par for course with their best possible breakout rookie SS- K.Dugger. Coming
from the FCS level and getting drafted in the
2nd Rd means that you are a stud and this
dude definitely is. Coming in at 6’2” 220lbs and
having 89(SPD), 88(ACC), 92(JMP), and
84(COD), he is perfect for battling the hybrid/
move TEs in the game today. He has the
speed to run with the fastest of TEs but, also
the height and weight to not get boxed out majority of the time against the biggest TEs. This
makes him a diamond in the rough and a perfect breakout rookie.

Boy Oh, Boy!…Was this game a
shoot-out of epic proportions. The
2nd quarter specifically was like
blazing saddles with each team
scoring around 2+ TDs. The Jags
Defense turned up and got some
INTs in the 3rd to give the offense
the ball back and, then that’s
when things begun to turn. The
team just didn’t know it yet.
The Jags used the turnovers in
the 3rd to pull away and the team
was beginning to drink their own
koolaid and feel they had won already. Only to see all of that
smashed and taken away in the
4th quarter. The 4th quarter the
Jags did not score at all. Not only
did they not score at all in the 4th
quarter, they also gave up 19
unanswered to see the lions score
with 51 seconds left on the clock.

This was all setup after a bad
coaching decision to go for it on
4th down in the Jags own territory,
on a fake punt run that ended with
TJ Logan stepping out of bounds
while trying to turn the corner on a
lions defender.
Also let’s not forget about the
running game. The Jags did run
the ball 19 times but, did not
reach over 100yds running in the
game. T.J. Logan got majority of
the carries with 15 on the day.
The Jags limp into the bye week
(2-4) but, are confident in the
things the secondary showed in
this game and the hope it gives
the team for the future despite
M.Stafford throwing for over
500yds.
By Jags Insider
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Breakout RookiesAFC East: Jets
By Chefscoopa

Wrapping up the AFC East we finish with the
Jets. With this team they are pretty bare across
the board so they had plenty of new rookies to
choose from. The player on their offense that is
positioned for a breakout rookie season is none
other than WR- Denzel Mims. Standing at 6’3”
and moving around with 92(SPD), 91(ACC),
92(AGI), and 93(JMP) makes him a great rookie to plug in at No.1 for this offense and in
prime position for a breakout yr.
On defense, the teams’ 3rd Rd pick is going to
be a stud in this defense. I’m talking about FSAshtyn Davis. Standing in at 6’1” 200lbs, he is
primed to be a shoo-in for a breakout rookie
season as this team is bare folks will take many
shots and this dude is ready to run deep in a
single high defense. Coming in with 92(SPD),
89(JMP), and 80+(HPW), he Is definitely go be
a threat!
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